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S
o what is it? Well, its all manner of qualities 
rolled in to one, starting from what looks to 
be based on a high spec downhill mountain 
bike. It’s actually three bikes in one!

Bike No1. is an everyday normal high spec 
Mountain bike with full suspension, fantastic brakes and 
with a pedal and gears system like any other normal push 
bike. It can be ridden in the normal way by hopping on, 
pedalling off and changing up and down the gears by 
twisting the L/H twist gear change on the handlebars. 
Instead of having three front chain wheels it has a neat 
button centrally mounted in the lower crank arm, which 
switches the ratio from hi to low giving in effect the 
choice of 18 speed.

Bike number 2 is all the above with the option to 
engage the rear wheel mounted hub motor by activating 
the control panel with a unique swipe card or wrist band.  
With the mighty 2 KW motor activated, the rider has then 
the option of using the normal motorcycle style throttle 
to propel the Brinco forward up to a mighty 38 MPH!

The control panel is located inside the main speedo 
head, which is centrally mounted on the handlebars and 
has three modes of assistance at the touch of a button;

Mode 1 is “ECO” and gives the rider powered 
assistance up to a maximum speed of 15 MPH and can 
achieve a distance of almost 60 miles with very minimal 
pedalling. Eco Mode also has an inbuilt “Climb Mapping” 
to give extra torque for very steep accents.

Mode 2 is “Touring” and offers a higher speed 
capability with a reduced distance in the region of 24 
MPH.

Mode 3 is the real grin factor with an even higher 
top flat ground speed of approximately 38 MPH totally 

independent of any pedalling! It also claims that the ultra 
advanced lithium battery pack will maintain this speed for 
more than 20 miles!

Bike number 3 is a “Dual Powered” recreational bike 
that does everything that all the family could ask for from 
it. The younger member that wants to race it down hill 
and then ride it back to the top rather than push it all the 
way back up.... box ticked! 

Dad can go riding with number one son on all the same 
trails even though he’s not the fittest and got a dodgy 
knee from years of riding Motocross... box ticked again. 

Mom who wants to go out on a ride with hubby who 
is reliving his youth and still thinks that he 21 again... box 
ticked. Not forgetting the daughter too, who doesn’t want 
to be left out and wants to slip in to her lycra and turn a 
few heads whilst keeping her cool... box ticked!

High spec Magura hydraulic disc brakes fitted to the 24” 
wheels with wide off road tyres. Full high quality front and 
rear adjustable suspension, adjustable height seat post, 
motor cycle style throttle twist grip and a high low-ratio 
option inside the lower pedal crank area to make the 9 
speed gears in to 18.

The unique design of having the rear electric hub drive 
and totally independent pedal system is that you can 
always ride home if either the battery goes flat or even if 
the chain breaks unlike any of the normal ‘electric assist’ 
options available on conventional mountain bikes. 

The central multi-function speedo houses all the 
information from level and state of charge, Power Mode 
option, total or trip distance 1 + 2 and is activated or 
turned off via a credit card sized swipe card or wrist 
bracelet. The high spec Lithium battery pack is locked 
to the main alloy spar frame via a key and securing bolt 

The new Bultaco Brinco is about to hit the shores of the UK during late 
November, but what is it? Mountain bike, Pedlec, Motorised pedal assisted 
push-bike, the list goes on with lots of descriptions been used depending 

on who’s doing the talking. We managed to get our paws on one from 
Edmondson Racing and headed to the great outdoors of Cannock Chase.

JECKYL AND HYDE WITH WHEELS!
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but is easy removed in under 
15 seconds for safe keeping. 
Charging time from nil to 
100% is a mere three hours 
with nil to 80% in two. 

Being so impressed with the 
Brinco we decided to let local 
aging ex midland BMX star 
Steve Hodges loose on the 
test bike to see the outcome. 
These were his comments

‘I love my bikes and regularly 
head up to Cannock Chase 
to let off some steam. I have 
four bikes in total of which the 
lightest is a Carbon framed 
Leftie which weighs a grand 
total of bugger all. Lifting the 
Brinco in to the van was the first noticeable 
difference in that it felt heavy, particularly from 
the rear end. What really surprised me was how 
that heavy feeling totally disappeared when you 
started to ride it in normal pedalling mode. It 
felt comfortable and no different to any other 
bike with the exception of the brakes. They 
were incredibly sharp and locked the wheels 
if applied to quickly. It was only when I got the 
bike up to high speed and braked that the penny 
dropped why they were so good as stopping it 
from that speed they needed to be far advanced 
from those fitted on a normal mountain style 
bike. Trying it in each mode was fun too as the 
difference between eco and sport was massive 
as the speed got near the 30 MPH mark, it made 
my eyes water. Riding round and round whilst 
the photos were taken was no hardship as going 
up the hills was a doddle simply by opening the 
throttle. I could ride like this all day!’

To see how good the Brinco really was 
Hodgey took the Brinco to a very steep hill 
that he has only managed to pedal up twice 
before without stopping or losing traction on 
the loose surface. He wound back the throttle 
in sport mode and let rip! From natural instinct 
he pedalled too. As he disappeared off in to 
the distance we were amazed at how easy he 
reached the top with both lack of effort and also 
the short time in which it took. On his return that 
grin was stretching his cheeks and the shake of 
his head said it all!

‘Unbelievable’ was the word that came out of 
his mouth. ‘Awesome!’ was the next. Another 
onlooker that tried it simply said ‘I want one!’

All in all, this new level of fun from two wheels 
will undoubtedly open up a whole new world for 
those who want to get outdoors on a bike. The 
real winner is no noise apart from the odd loud 
giggle from the rider when he or she gets to the 
top of any hill without puffing like Thomas the 
tank!  When prospective customers were asked 
what price they thought it would be, most said 
4K up to 8k and were pleasantly surprised when 
told £3700 inc. vat. 
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